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comments...
The worth of a thing is known by its want.

— Thomas D'Urfey

Intensive Deer Management

I am certain no deer hunter in

Louisiana will challenge my con-

viction that he goes afield harbor-

ing a burning desire to bag a stately

buck.

Whether perched on frosty stands,

concealed in tree stands, or stealth-

ily stalking wooded trails, all deer

hunters entertain visions of encoun-
tering outstanding buck deer under
classic conditions. Each visualizes

his quarry with head raised, full

rack extended, nostrils flared, and
broad chest extended.

The value of such a trophy deer

is certainly known to every hunter.

They all want to bag one.

Of great interest to me in the

September-October issue of the Loui-

siana Conservationist was the sta-

tistical report on last deer season.
The 1980-81 deer hunting season
was a record one for Louisiana
hunters.

The report revealed that approxi-
mately 190,000 deer hunters bagged
an estimated 105,500 deer. At first

glance, it would seem that at least

every second hunter successfully

bagged a deer. Closer scrutiny of the
report, however, reveals that only
30 percent of the state's deer hunters
were successful in taking deer.

Of the number of successful

hunters, as is the case in many forms

of hunting, some skilled hunters

with ample time to devote to this

sport were able to take more than

one deer.

The 105,500 deer harvested were

taken from state herds estimated

to contain 425,000 deer.

The statistics are duly impressive

when one takes into consideration

the relatively small populations of

deer remaining in the state four

decades ago when the department
first began restocking programs
aimed at restoring deer popula-

tions in all areas where suitable

habitat existed, but where deer were
no longer present.

That amazingly small nucleus of

available deer has been expanded
into a respectable statewide deer

herd. It has taken several decades

to accomplish this, but Louisiana is

approaching the success level where
quantitative ambitions of several

decades ago are being realized.

And, while those in the depart-

ment and elsewhere in wildlife

management programs in Louisiana

have given priorities to building

deer populations to satisfy the

steadily increasing number of deer

hunters, they have been concerned
for a long time with the quality

of the deer herds they were build-

ing.

I am told that a rule of thumb in

management of deer herds calls for

the removal of approximately a third

of the herd each year by hunting.

The bag of 105,500 deer last season

from an estimated herd of 425,000
falls short of this mark, and the

record harvest seems less significant

when viewed in this light.

Wildlife managers have faced

opposition in their ongoing program
to improve deer herd quality in the

past. When it was advocated years

ago that substantial numbers of doe
deer should be removed each year,

there was an early hue and cry.

The practice is accepted today as

a tool of game management.
The same reaction came when it

was proposed that spike bucks could

be more than merely immature
bucks, that they could be geneti-

cally inferior deer. There are still

some hunters in Louisiana who are

opposed to shooting spike bucks
and does, even when the proper
taking of antlerless deer and in-

ferior deer is in the best interest

of total deer herd management.
It is significant to note there are

some areas in Louisiana where hunt-

ing clubs have been opposed to the

taking of doe deer and spike bucks
and the quality of those deer herds

has decreased. What might properly

be called an overprotective atti-

tude on the part of area hunters

has resulted in a decline in the num-
ber of trophy bucks, and a general

decline in the quality of all deer

taken in those particular areas.

The department is now engaged
in a program of intensive deer

management. It is one that is not

fully understood by many deer

hunters, but is a program that must
be pursued if the quality of Loui-

siana deer herds is to be upgraded
in the years ahead.

In one area where it has been in

effect for two years, significant

results have already been noted.

Many hunters believe that inten-

sive deer management means only
the taking of excess deer from cer-

tain areas through means of special

permits or tags for the taking of doe
deer from areas that have been de-

termined to have too many deer for

the carrying capacity of the range.

In a sense, that part of intensive

deer management is supplemental
to the normal taking of those deer

on prescribed doe days. It is known
that weather conditions can some-
times lower the hoped for bag on
those predetermined doe days.

Intensive deer management has
much broader facets. It calls not
only for the removal of a proper
number of deer each year from
selected areas, but also for the

selective removal of deer to allow

the quality of the entire herd to

improve. It could involve the oc-

casional passing up of a fine buck
to provide superior brood stock for

the upgrading program.

For more information about the

department's intensive deer manage-
ment program, why don't you write

to the Game Division, Louisiana De-
partment of Wildlife and Fisheries,

P.O. Box 14526, Baton Rouge, LA
70898.
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With the old gander gone, another would
take its place. It has been that way for cen-

turies. The new leader of the flock would
take them north to their ancestral nesting

grounds in the spring and he would spur

them southward in the fall.

By McFadden Duffy

1 he hunter crouched in the blind and watched a small

flock of snow geese moving westward over the sprawling

rice fields. He could hear the soft calling of the geese

plainly in the cold January air. He made no attempt to

call them. The formation did not waver and the flight

cadence was rhythmic as the geese climbed higher, the way
they do when they are leaving an area.

Another small gaggle trailed behind the first flock,

moving in the same direction. The stroking of their wings

seemed effortless. The hunter watched them momentarily,

then searched the sky for other geese.

Stacked at one end of the blind were three snow geese.

They had been bagged earlier that morning and were resting

neatly side by side, hidden from sight overhead by the

tall grass that grew around the edge of the pit blind.

The whiteness of one goose was stained with mud that

the sharp north wind had already dried. Death had not been

the only indignity for that goose. It had fallen in a boggy

place in the stubble.

The hunter paid scant attention to the small flocks of snow

geese moving westward from the vast refuge area. As far

as he was concerned, his bag limit for snow geese had been

filled during the first half hour of the hunt. He was watching

for white-fronted geese.

As the man carefully scanned each skein of geese that

passed, he rubbed his hands together briskly to ward off

the numbing cold. Foolishly, he had passed up an oppor-

tunity to fill a small thermos with hot coffee at the camp.

The wind had come up during the night, brushing away the

scudding white clouds of yesterday and leaving the sky

bright blue, clear, and cold.

Suddenly he hunched down deeper into the small square

pit, his eyes fixed on a small bunch of geese heading generally

toward the blind, trailing a larger flock of snow geese. They
were white-fronted geese.

If I can turn those snows a little, he thought, they'll come
closer and the specklebellies might turn with them.

He inched down deeper into the sunken box blind and

raised his right hand. Holding his slightly cupped palm as a

resonator a few inches from his mouth, the hunter began

to call.

The high pitched yelp of a snow goose sounded from the

blind. He blended in the barking sound that snow geese

on the ground give. Like many other waterfowlers in south-

west Louisiana, he didn't use a caller for snow geese. He
created the sound with his voice.

The flock of snow geese wavered and turned slightly. A
few young geese yelped in excitement, but their voices were

quickly silenced by raucous scolding. Then the big V
continued westward.

The slight turn in direction was what the hunter hoped
would happen. As the snow geese moved toward the west

again they passed within a hundred or so yards of the

blind. The trailing specklebellies had veered slightly when
the other geese turned. That slight change in direction would
put them even closer to the blind.

In a moment the sound from the blind changed. The high

pitched pleading and persistent yelping and barking of

snow geese was replaced with the rollicking, boisterous calling

of white-fronted geese. Blended with the rippling calling

was a soft gargling sound, that of feeding geese.

The white-fronts turned ever so slightly and dropped a

few yards lower. The hunter's pulse quickened. His head

was lowered, his eyes were turned upward, his gaze fixed

on the approaching geese. There was only a slight,

undetectable movement to his shoulders as he worked
the specklebelly caller.

The hunter was after geese in the Sweetlake area of south-

west Louisiana. The duck season had closed a week earlier

and these final days of waterfowling were for geese only.

It is a prime area of the state for waterfowling, a

favorite place in southwest Louisiana for ducks and geese.

Part of the fame of the Sweetlake area comes from proximity

of those vast marshes and rice fields to Lacassine National

Wildlife Refuge.

The refuge sprawls for almost 32,000 acres over some of

the best waterfowl marsh in coastal Louisiana. Miles of

bayous, canals, and ponds lace the tall stands of roseau

cane and brown/gold grasses.

Ducks and geese using the refuge in the winter trade

back and forth from the refuge each day, feeding in the sur-

rounding marshes and rice fields.

The hunter knew that many white-fronted geese wintering

in southwest Louisiana used the refuge and that was why
he'd stopped after bagging three snow geese. He wanted
two specklebellies, the most prized geese in Louisiana.

There's something about hunting white-fronted geese

that gets into a man's blood. It is what started the hunter's

pulse pounding when he first saw the small flock of speckle-

bellies. Now that they were headed toward his blind and the

more than a dozen molded white-fronted decoys placed

realistically near his blind, his throat became dry and a

feeling of wild exultation welled up inside him.

The sight of those big specklebellies he wanted so

badly filled him with fierce excitement. The steady, rhythmic

beat of their wings could not be mistaken. No waterfowler

could ever forget the deceptively powerful wingbeat of

white-fronted geese traced against a cold winter sky, their

almost effortless speed.

They were now less than a hundred yards away and had
seen the decoys, and had dropped lower. Their excited

calling contained salutatory notes, a desire to light and feed.
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There was something very special about the lead

goose flying point in the fast-approaching V of

specklebellies.

They would be his geese for sure, he thought. Suddenly,

they were very special geese and he knew all about them.

The jumble of disconnected thoughts racing through his

mind crystalized in perfect sequence. His thinking became
orderly.

These geese had been born somewhere in that broad,

desolate expanse of ice, snow, and barren land between

the eastern Alaskan border and King Williams Island and

the Boothia Peninsula. In isolated spots broken with

sparse clumps of grass wet with melting snow and ice,

geese had scooped out shallow hollows in the earth and lined

them with tufts of grass and lichen.

While the nest building was going on, the ganders stood

watch, looking out over the flat tundra with alert and
wary eyes. Unlike most waterfowl, the nests of white-fronted

geese were widely scattered.

As egg laying took place almost daily, the geese plucked
down from their breasts to insulate the nests that con-

tained pinkish white eggs. By the time clutches of four to

seven eggs were complete, the eggs were stained with mud
from the female's feet and perfectly camouflaged.
Although the ganders did not participate at all in the nest

building or incubation, they stood resolute guard during the

several weeks it took to hatch the eggs.

It was only after the goslings appeared that the ganders
took any part in family affairs. Whenever danger threatened,

the ganders helped herd the goslings to safety in the grass.

The adults taught the young to sneak through the grass

and flatten down in the skimpy vegetation to hide themselves.

The geese are stern parents and rightly so. There are

many predators, including glaucous gulls which swallow live

young less than a week old, Arctic foxes, red foxes, eagles
and snowy owls. Survival depends on being watchful and
elusive. Sometimes it takes a stern jab with a gander's
bill to send an errant gosling back to the nest area.

The goslings bore little resemblance to their parents. They
had bluish bills, feet and legs. Their faces were reddish buff
colored. Each had a dark brown stripe that went from the
bill through the eye to similarly colored neck and crown.
Their backs were light brown in contrast with dark

brown rumps and thighs. Their throats and the forepart of

their necks and breasts were light colored, their bellies

yellow white.

The hunter knew about their nesting in spots picked almost

at random in their nomadic wandering, places selected

casually but to which they could return in the spring wjth

an accuracy that still baffles scientists and skilled

navigators.

The waiting hunter knew how they gathered in early

September before the first heavy frosts, rafting on the large

open lakes in preparation for migration. And, while they

gathered in great numbers, massing and milling about, there

was something special in that community of geese that made
them different from most waterfowl. In addition to the non-

breeders, the rafts of geese included numerous family

groups, adults with fledged and flight-ready young.

And the young geese, though excited by the vast gathering

of their kind and the raucous cackling that swelled up from

the huge flock each time new arrivals pitched down to

join the band, stayed obediently near their parents.

As the long Arctic nights descended on the large flocks,

the geese posted sentries. Wise old ganders took up
positions around the perimeter of the restless colony,

their necks stretched upward and their eyes bright with

suspicion, they way geese are when they are watchful.

Stirred by urgings as ancient as time, the geese finally

rose from the water where they'd assembled and headed

south. Led by their ganders, the family groups of four,

five, six or seven joined other family groups and formed

ragged V's in the northern sky. Alternately scolded and

encouraged by their parents, the young geese now grown fat

on grass and berries quickly learned to maintain proper

distance and position in the flight formations. The
wavering V's became more precise and the migration was
underway.

Down across the inner reaches of a continent they'd

swept, flying at greater height than the young geese had

ever flown before. The cadence of their stroking wings dis-

guised the speed at which they moved southward. The
40-mile-per-hour pace seemed measured and slow to people

below who watched them partly in awe and partly in envy.

As they migrated southward their flight took them over

the wheat fields of Alberta and Saskatchewan, over the

farms and towns of northwestern states where the sound

of their distant calling stirred restless sleepers and
signaled their passing.

Some flights of geese led by their ganders pitched down to

rest and graze during the southward flight. Some learned

the taste of grain for the first time. When they'd rested

and fed, they moved on. Many tens of thousands veered

westward to Texas and Mexico. Still other thousands,

drawn by the lush rice stubble fields and marshes of Louisiana,

continued southward.

As the geese drew even nearer, the hunter crouched in

the sunken blind could hear the rippling, deep, laughter-

like calling that is so different from the boisterous, scolding

calling of snow geese. His ears almost rang with the clamor

of the oncoming geese.

The hunter was ready for them, hidden in the stubble

field near the well placed decoys. Great care had been taken

in the placing of the decoys. For a frantic moment he won-
dered if anything had been neglected or overlooked, if there
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The hunter wanted that watch gander more than
any goose he had ever hunted.

was a single thing that could not pass the close scrutiny

of the watch gander leading that flight of geese. They were

dropping even lower. In a moment the hunter would know
if anything was awry.

As the man waited he thought with lightning speed of a

dozen ways in a dozen places waterfowlers had practiced

treachery to deceive wild geese.

As the geese dropped even lower, the hunter had a fleeting

recollection of something he'd read. It was about the use

of bulls in California a generation ago in hunting white-

fronted geese there. How one or two hunters would take

bulls that had been especially trained for the purpose and

walk them in ever-narrowing circles around a flock of

grazing geese. They'd hide behind the slowly moving bulls

and when the geese had been herded together and the

hunters were within range, they'd jump away from the bulls

and fire at the rising geese. It was a practice that could

dupe even a cautious watch gander.

The geese were closing rapidly and had dropped much
lower. Their orange feet were sagging downward, the way
geese perceptively drop their feet when they are about

to hover and light.

The hunter's eyes were fastened on the leader. The old

patriarch had been fooled, he thought. The gander was
about to cup its wings and land just short of the decoy

spread.

The hunter remembered something he'd heard years

before. Kill the watch gander first, he had been told. It

demoralizes the entire flock. They often turn and come back

when the gander has been killed.

Keeping your eye on the watch gander can take some

doing, the hunter thought. Geese in a decoying flock begin

to change positions when they set their wings. I'll have to

be careful, he told himself. I can't take my eyes off him for

a second.

The hunter wondered how many nights the lead gander

had stood guard through the years, his long neck sticking

straight up, his head turning from side to side, his brown
eyes suspiciously searching the dark night, his keen hearing

atune for any alien sound. The hunter wondered how many
times in its lifetime the gander had sounded alarm,

causing the flock to fly amid scolding protest.

The man remembered in that split second the legend

about the Gallic hordes moving on Rome in ancient days.

As they advanced on Capitoline Hill, feeding the starving

watchdogs to silence them, they stumbled on a gaggle of

white-fronted geese, the European subspecies that breeds

on the Arctic coast of Russia. The watch gander alerted the

geese and noisy clamor aroused the sleeping Roman garrison.

The Gauls were defeated.

There was something very special about the gander flying

point in the fast-approaching V of geese. He seemed to the

hunter to be slightly larger than the geese flying beside

him and somewhat behind him. He was an old goose, the

hunter thought.

The man wondered how many times the gander had

made the roundtrip from the northern nesting grounds to

southwest Louisiana, not far from the warm gulf. These

geese mate for life, he knew, and he wondered, too,
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where in that formation was his mate, and how many of

their young flew with them this year.

In that almost final moment, the hunter wanted that

watch gander more than any goose he'd hunted. He wanted

that ancient sentinel who'd stood guard a thousand nights

in a thousand places from Boothia Peninsula to the Gulf

of Mexico.

Suddenly, the geese broke the powerful rhythm of their

flight. A few seemed to miss wingbeats. They were getting

ready to break formation as they lighted, the way geese do.

For some reason the hunter will never know, the watch

gander flared. Its wings, about to cup for a landing, began

to stroke faster. At the same time, the gander sounded

alarm. The flowing, rippling chatter of the geese dinned to

clamorous protest.

It was too late, the hunter knew, as he rose in the blind

and prepared to fire. They were less than forty yards

away. He swung his gun barrel up to the gander, letting it

slip several lengths ahead of that white face with the black

edging. For that fraction of a second waterfowlers will

understand, he swung with that goose but well in front of it.

With a suddenness that would be impossible to explain,

the hunter's barrel dropped back to the third goose in the

disorderly formation. The gun barrel swung with the hovering

goose, then ahead of it as it began to climb. It began falling

when the hunter fired. The man did not see it hit the

stubble. He was intent on collecting a double.

The hunter got two geese out of the flock but for a

moment he didn't look at the fallen geese. Instead he was
intently watching the rest of the flock scrambling to regain

formation as they rose higher in the cold clear sky. The loud

scolding and noisy protest that had filled the air when they

flared over the decoys turned to reproachful chatter as they

obediently V'd behind the big gander.

The hunter stood silent for a moment, a trace of a wry
smile adding emphasis as he nodded respectfully in the

direction of the watch gander.
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Ships too large to enter America's inland ports can now unload crude oil at the first U. S. deepwater

oil port located in the Gulf of Mexico off Louisiana's coast near Grand Isle. Eleven department

biologists/technicians constantly monitor the sprawling oil and brine operation to

ascertain that all activities are environmentally sound.

By Timothy Morrison and A.J. Keikamp
with McFadden Duffy

Photography by Lloyd Poissenot

Construction is still underway to

complete the underground storage

facility in the Clovelly dome. It is

anticipated the solution mining

operation at the salt dome will be

completed by the end of 1982.

The brine discharge portion of the

LOOP operation alone involves daily

discharge into the Gulf of Mexico of

approximately 400,000 barrels of brine

with up to 260 parts per thousand

salinity.

The LOOP deepwater port is a

costly, complex, but practical unloading

and distributing facility for crude

oil that already has attracted national

attention. A pipeline to the Exxon

refinery at Baton Rouge is complete.

An additional line has been tied into

the system which can pipe oil to Shell

Oil Co.'s refinery at Norco.

Another spur is being built by Texaco

and Cities Service to an existing line

at Houma. Gulf and Murphy oil com-

panies will soon be linked into the

system with connecting lines to their

Alliance and Meraux refineries.

Crude oil can flow also through

CAPLINE to connecting pipelines

throughout the midwest from the

LOCAP storage tanks at the St. James

terminal.

Operating out of the wildlife depart-

ment's Baton Rouge office, a corps of

11 biologists/technicians monitor the

sprawling oil and brine operation

from the surface, in the air, and

underwater. It's hard day-in, day-out

work, but it's a very necessary part of

the impressive crude oil operation.

The department's role in the LOOP
venture dates back to 1977 when
LOOP Inc., was granted a license to

construct and operate the country's

first deepwater port. As a requirement

to LOOP's federal and state license

applications, stipulation was made that

an environmental monitoring pro-

gram be established and operated

throughout the life of the port.

When the licensing was completed,

the Department of Wildlife and

1 he nation's first offshore oil port,

a $700 million superport for foreign

oil built approximately 18 miles off

Grand Isle, Louisiana, by a consortium

of oil companies, went into operation

in early May.
Oil importing history in this

country was made May 6 when the

1,074-foot supertanker Texaco

Caribbean began unloading part of

its 1.5 million barrel cargo of Arabian

light, a premium crude oil.

Monitoring the Louisiana Offshore

Oil Port (LOOP) operation is a hard-

working but little-known section in

the Seafood Division of the Department

of Wildlife and Fisheries.

The first U.S. deepwater port repre-

sents six years of planning, three years

of construction, and a multi-million

dollar investment by five major oil

companies.

The unique port allows ships up to

700,000 deadweight tons, which could

not enter inland ports in America,

to unload their cargoes offshore.

Crude oil from the supertankers

flows through massive hoses to the

base of the buoys at the mooring sites

and from there to massive control and
pumping platforms about a mile and

a half away.

Then the oil is pumped 18 miles to

shore. When pumped at the rate of

about 70,000 barrels per hour, an

onshore booster station located two
and a half miles inland is used to speed

it 25 miles further inland to the

Clovelly dome storage area in Lafourche

Parish.

From this point, crude oil may be

moved to different locations, shipped

via pipeline inter or intrastate. Some
of the crude oil will eventually be

stored in caverns in the salt dome
located some 1,200 feet below the

green and gold marsh grasses of south-

central Louisiana.

At present the oil is pumped directly

into the LOCAP pipeline and then into

storage tanks at the St. James terminal

on the Mississippi River.
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Fisheries was appointed to establish

and independently conduct a compre-

hensive monitoring program that

would satisfy all state and federal

environmental requirements.

To best explain the department's

monitoring activities, a quick

glimpse at the LOOP operation is in

order. Structurally, LOOP is divided

into an offshore portion and an onshore

network of installations. The offshore

facilities consist of three single-point

moorings (SPMs), and an offshore

platform complex that includes a con-

trol platform and a pumping platform,

and 56-inch diameter pipelines which

connect the SPMs with the pumping
platform.

The immediate onshore portion in-

cludes the Fourchon booster station,

the submerged 48-inch crude oil line

and the 30-inch brine line, the salt

dome storage and leaching facility, and

the brine storage reservoir. The leaching

facilities are located approximately

three miles east of Galliano, above the

Clovelly salt dome.

Oil is pumped directly from super-

tankers into pipelines and then into

storage tanks at the St. James terminal

(above) on the Mississippi River.
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Department divers prepare to place a continuous

recording meter beneath the surface at one of

fifteen sites where salinity, water temperature,

and tides are monitored.

Aerial observation allows biologists to spot

such problems as pipeline breaks and oil spills

as well as to check marsh recovery. Here,

Timothy Morrison, LOOP project leader,

embarks on one of the monthly ventures in

which the entire length of the LOOP corridor

is checked by air.

Monitoring the offshore oil port includes many

facets. Constant checks are made from boat,

surface and underwater, by air, and at the

laboratory.

Biologists lower the portable current meter to

check water before brine discharge sampling.

Offshore water samples are taken at over 100

sampling locations to provide insight to

nutrient levels.
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A plankton tow offshore (above) collects samples to analyze back

in the laboratory as to volume, total number, and species

diversity. Barney Barrett (below), Baton Rouge office seafood

section chief, looks on as chemist Patti Cheng checks oxygen

content in water sample.

When the supertanker Texaco Carib-

bean docked at the facility in early

May, it moored to one of the SPMs,
made fast only by bow lines. This

allowed it to rotate freely and take

advantage of a heading of least re-

sistance to wind and waves.

Once the tanker was moored, two
flexible, floating hoses, approximately

1,050 feet long, were connected to it.

A buried 56-inch crude oil line con-

nects the SPM with the pumping plat-

form roughly a mile and a half away.

It is at the onshore booster station

that four 6,000 hp. pumps are located,

sufficient to move the crude oil at

rates from 70,000 to 100,000 barrels

an hour about 24 miles up the pipeline

until it reaches the Clovelly facility.

Although crude oil from the Texaco

Caribbean was moved directly to the

St. James storage area, the plan calls

for solution mining of the Clovelly

dome sufficiently to store about four

million barrels of crude oil in each

of eight caverns.

This is one phase of the overall

operation that is being monitored

closely by the department because the

eight storage caverns are being leached

out by freshwater injection.

When the caverns are completed,

some brine being produced by solution

mining technique will be used in a

crude oil/brine displacement operation.

Under this system, when crude oil

is pumped into a cavern, brine will be

pumped out and retained in a brine

storage reservoir. Conversely, as crude

oil is needed and pumped out of the

caverns, brine from the storage reser-

voir will be pumped into the caverns

to displace the crude oil.

However, much of the brine that

is being created by the solution

mining operation to create the caverns

is being pumped into the Gulf of Mexico
via a 30-inch brine disposal line. The
terminal end of this offshore brine line

consists of a 520-foot section of pipe

with four-inch ports, or holes, spaced

every 20 feet apart for its entire

length. It is LOOP'S brine diffuser.

Design of the diffuser is such that it

has the capacity of discharging

some 400,000 barrels of brine a day,

rising approximately 16 feet into the

water column from the seabed. As the

brine is discharged its distribution is

affected by the currents; however, its

density causes it to fall back to the

sea floor where it is quickly diluted

to normal saltwater.
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The area in which LOOP is operating

both its offshore oil port and the re-

lated brine disposal comprises one of

the world's most productive regions

for renewable fisheries resources.

Hence, it was necessary to select im-

portant environmental parameters

along with selected representative

species of animal and plant life for

monitoring so as to document, evaluate,

and correct if necessary, any adverse

impacts which might occur in that

zone.

The basic objectives of the moni-

toring program were to: (1) establish

seasonal and areal variability of

environmental and biological factors

prior to construction, so that condi-

tions existing during each phase of

construction and operations could be

related to historical baseline conditions;

(2) detect, during the constructional

and operational phases, any adverse

alterations or damage to the environ-

ment or life forms so that remedial

action could be taken as soon as

possible; (3) provide background in-

formation for evaluating long and short-

term impacts of the LOOP project;

(4) obtain sufficient data to deter-

mine the cause or causes of environ-

mental or life form damages or altera-

tions so that responsibility could be

properly placed.

With these objectives firmly in mind,

the department began monitoring in

February 1978. Barney Barrett headed
the special section operating out of

the Baton Rouge office, with Timothy
Morrison as LOOP project leader,

operating under Harry Schafer, chief of

the department's Seafood Division.

Three environmental directors over-

see the activities of the special

section. They are Dr. Ted Ford, de-

partment Assistant Secretary for the

Office of Coastal and Marine Re-

sources; Dr. Jack Van Lopik, Director,

L.S.U. Sea Grant College; and James
Webb, Assistant Executive Director of

the Louisiana Offshore Terminal

Authority. These three men have
statutory authority over all environ-

mental concerns associated with the

LOOP project for the state.

From an initial 18 sampling stations

that were monitored for nekton, water
nutrient content, zooplankton analyt,

as well as physical and hydrological

parameters, the project has grown to

include over 100 sites that are sampled
on a monthly and quarterly basis.
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This platform pumping station is one

of four offshore pumps that move
crude oil from tankers up the pipeline

at rates from 70,000 to 100,000 barrels

an hour.

They not only include the param-
eters mentioned above, but also sedi-

ment analysis, constant recording

meters, benthic sampling, aerial

observation, and brine discharge

monitoring.

The sampling sites cover approxi-

mately 100 miles and range from fresh-

water areas around St. James on the

Mississippi River to the open gulf

just south of the pumping complex
where the supertankers are unloaded.

A close examination of the broad

activities of LOOP reveals why so

many different parameters and stations .

are necessary in the ongoing program.

All sampling sites and parameters

measured represent efforts to determine

any impact that the LOOP operations

may have on the environmental and/
or animal and plant communities.
Water samples for analyses of nitrate,

nitrite, ammonium, total nitrogen,

dissolved oxygen, total and suspended
solids, phosphates, salinity and tur-

bidity, are taken at all sampling
locations to provide insight to the

nutrient levels found throughout the

system.

Zooplankton are analyzed as to

volume, total number and species di-

versity. Chlorophyll, as it represents

phytoplankton production, is also

analyzed. Plankton are primary

food sources for some of the upper

level animals and a very good
indicator of petroleum hydrocarbon

contamination.

Benthic or bottom samples are

taken throughout the area, but are

especially concentrated in the vicinity

of the brine diffuser. Samples are

analyzed as to total number, species

diversity, and hydrocarbon and heavy

metal content. Benthic samples around

the brine diffuser are particularly

important as indicators of impacts

from brine, since the brine being dis-

charged stays close to the bottom and

many of the benthic organisms are

unable to move quickly out of the area

of influence.

Nekton sampling with 16-foot and

50-foot trawls has proved to be a

very good on-the-spot indicator, by
presence or absence of the animals in

the area which may have resulted from

a variety of causes.

Sediment samples are taken through-

out the study area and are analyzed,

as to grain size and hydrocarbon content.

This information will be invaluable in

determining the area influenced in the

event of any future oil spill.

Continuous recording meters have

been placed throughout the entire

project area. Some 15 site locations

were selected to give biologists

working on the LOOP project knowl-

edge of the environment on a 24-hour

a day basis. At most of those stations,

salinities, water temperatures, and

tides are monitored. At other selected

sites, barometric pressure, wind direc-

tion and speed, and current direction

and speed are also recorded.

All of these data are essential in

helping protect the area. In the event

of a spill, the stored, retrievable

historical data will be used in helping

predict the movement of oil.

Probably one of the most useful

tools in monitoring the large area in-

volved in the LOOP operation is

aerial observation. Throughout the

construction phase, and at present,

biologists fly the entire length of the

LOOP corridor on at least a monthly

basis, and more often when deemed
necessary.

From this type of monitoring, de-

partment biologists are able to spot

turbidity plumes which can result

from pipeline dredging operations, oil

spills, erosion, levee breaks, pipeline

breaks, etc. This type of observation
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This control panel, on the offshore platform, monitors the rate of oil flow.

proved extremely helpful during the

construction phase.

Specialized surveys also have been

conducted in association with the

LOOP operation. These surveys in-

cluded (1) oyster leases in and adja-

cent to the LOOP pipeline right-of-

way, (2) depth profiles, both onshore

and offshore of the pipeline and adja

cent water bodies, (3) bird, mammal,
alligator, and vegetation studies per-

formed by L.S.U. Center for Wetlands

Resources, (4) incident monitoring

when spills such as brine or sulfide

occur in the Clovelly dome area.

The brine discharge phase of LOOP
operations has received much attention

from the staff engaged in overall

monitoring, primarily because of

the amount of discharge into the gulf,

and its high salinity (400,000 barrels

per day with 260 parts per thousand
salinity).

The department's staff has designed

and implemented a special brine

monitoring program which it regards

as providing an accurate interpreta-

tion of the effects of the discharge.

A portion of the information on the

discharge comes from the five constant-

recording meters which are placed

strategically in the vicinity of the

brine diffuser. These meters have the

capability of measuring the salinity,

water temperature, current speed and
direction mentioned earlier.

Operating on a 24-hour a day
basis, the meters are usually left in

place for two months, at which time

they are retrieved and replaced by
department divers. The data collected

by the meters are entered into a

computer in the Baton Rouge office

for analysis.

Biologists are in the area every

two or three weeks taking vertical

water profiles and determining the

areal extent of the brine discharge.

This is accomplished by placing a multi-

parameter meter in a specially designed

sled and towing it along the sea

floor in the vicinity of the discharge.

Readings, once every seven seconds,

of salinity, conductivity, water

temperature, dissolved oxygen, ph, and

depth, are taken and recorded.

Navigation in the area is performed

with the use of LORAN C and radar.

Runs usually last betwen four and eight

hours, and upon completion the data

is returned to the Baton Rouge office

where it is compiled and mapped.

I he brine influence is considered

to be one part per thousand and over,

which is higher than the surrounding

water. To date, the largest area of in-

fluence found from the brine discharge

is 625 acres of bottom water, and the

maximum height of the brine outside

the immediate area of discharge is

approximately two and a half feet.

Another method of checking the im-

pact of the brine used by the depart-

ment is visual observation by divers.

Department biologists dive down to

the diffuser and their observations

and measurements are recorded.

Divers have observed fish and crabs

swimming in and around the brine

plumes. These observations have been

substantiated by trawl samples, in-

dicating there is a healthy nekton com-
munity in the area of the brine

discharge.

Now that oil is flowing with regu-

larity from the single point moorings
far offshore to feed the enormous
pipelines and far-flung refineries they

serve throughout Louisiana and the

heartland of America, what's the record

thus far?

The record shows that LOOP has

become a reality, with the capability

of expanding its operation when the

present oil glut has subsided as it

eventually will.

What's happened in Louisiana points

out again that the state is a leader

when it comes to the prudent, wise use

of all natural resources, a living

example to a shaky, environmentally-

concerned world that multiple use of

resources is possible with proper

management.
There have been no impacts noted

to the vast commercial and recrea-

tional fisheries in the gulf, nor any
damage to wildlife inhabiting the

adjacent wetlands.

And, riding environmental shotgun

for LOOP is the department's team of

specialists who are busily carrying out

their duties and responsibilities whether

airborne, waterbome, or below the sea.

Crude oil is pumped into salt dome
caverns for storage before transport

via pipelines across the country. To
make room for the oil, brine is pumped
out of the caverns and retained in a

storage reservoir. Eight caverns have a

capacity of four million barrels each.
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Acadiana
Park

Nature
Trail

In many Louisiana towns,

memories of childhood nature

experiences are preserved in

urban nature centers such as

Lafayette's Acadiana Park

Nature Trail.

By Clany Soileau

Photography by Lloyd Poissenot

We all have vivid memories of

childhood nature experiences: the

beauty of a spider's web, the fear of

the spider, the frantic rustling of a

rabbit as it bolted away through the

brush, the dazzling red flash of a

cardinal flying by, the lacelike greenery

of leaves.

In today's world of rapid urban

expansion, expressways, and clattering

machines, §uch moments are often hard

to recapture, hard to recreate for one's

children.

There is a national movement under-

way to preserve these memories for

today's urban children. There are

several "nature centers" in Louisiana.

The Acadiana Park Nature Trail is one

such place. The nature trail, a 34-acre
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tract on Lafayette's northeast side near

1-10, is meant to be a living record

of part of Louisiana's rich natural

history.

The nature trail and a museum-like

nature station are associated with the

Lafayette Natural History Museum. The

station has a permanent exhibit, a theatre

and lecture hall, and offices for the

staff. Guided tours are available to the

public and anyone interested can call

the station for information.

Kip Crighton, curator of natural

science, and Diane Laborde, assistant

curator, at times seem almost like re-

searchers in some isolated scientific out-

post. The station has been designed to

blend in with its surroundings.

Each year, the two host every fourth

grade class in Lafayette Parish for one

entire day. The class takes the tour of

the trail, watches movies, handles skulls,

skins, and various dried plants, and

leaves the station much more aware of the

area they live in.

To view the wonders in the park is

to travel back in time. Some 6,000

years ago the Mississippi River had a

more westerly course and the Vermilion

River, which runs through the park, was

a major distributary. The rich black

"gumbo" soils of Acadiana result from

the alluvial sediment of the Mississippi

River floodplain, evidence of which can

be seen in the park.

People have been camping in Acadiana

Park for at least 5,000 years. Indians

lived in the area which is now the park

and through the years they left a variety

of dart points, stone scrapers, and

other stone items. Through time the

Indians began making pottery and pot-

sherds have been found in the park.

The earliest historical settlement

occurred in the late 1700's when Pierre

Dugat built his home on the park site.

Today, the only traces of his dwelling

are found in such things as bits and
pieces of pearlware, gunflints, and
children's marbles.

A self-guided tour of Acadiana
Park and Nature Trail is available.

Alphabetical markers are keyed to a

booklet which is available at the Nature

Station and the visitor can see what a

pecan tree, water hickory, or water

locust looks like. There are locusts

and spiders, armadillo diggings, and
occasionally a surprised squirrel or

possum.

The Acadiana Nature Trail makes
nature a tangible part of one's life.
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Mandy, Shelby, and Judy Luster

of Lafayette experience the pleasures

of nature. Diane Laborde, assistant

curator of natural science at the

Acadiana Park Nature Trail accom-
panies them on the trail.
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Venison Roast

8 to 10 pound venison roast

Vi pound salt pork, cut into strips

1 cup currant jelly

flour for gravy

1 tablespoon brandy

Marinade:

1 quart vinegar

1 quart water

1 tablespoon salt

1 tablespoon red pepper

1 tablespoon black pepper

3 cloves garlic, minced
3 bay leaves

1 teaspoon cloves

1 teaspoon allspice

1 teaspoon thyme
Mix marinade ingredients and pour

over roast. Let it soak at least 6 to 8

hours, turning several times. Before

roasting punch several holes in the

roast with a sharp knife. Insert the salt

pork with additional garlic cloves.

Cook at 325 to 350 degrees,

approximately 20 to 25 minutes to the

pound. Baste frequently with the

drippings and the marinade. When the

meat is tender, remove from the

roasting pan and keep warm while

making the gravy.

In the roasting pan slowly melt 1

cup red currant jelly with the drippings

and the marinade. Add flour mixed

with water to thicken. When the gravy

is the desired consistency, add 1 table-

spoon brandy, stir well and serve.

Homemade Mincemeat

2 pounds venison or lean beef,

cut into 2-inch cubes

2 pounds suet, cut into 2-inch cubes

3 oranges

3 lemons

2 (10-ounce) packages currants

2 (15-ounce) packages raisins

2 pounds apples, unpeeled and chopped

7 pounds pears, unpeeled and chopped

3 (1-pound) packages brown sugar

1 cup grape juice

1 tablespoon cinnamon
1 teaspoon ginger

1 tablespoon cloves

1 tablespoon allspice

2 teaspoons nutmeg
Cover meat and suet with boiling

water. Cook until meat is tender; drain.

Squeeze juice from oranges and

lemons, reserving juice and rinds. Put

rinds, meat, suet, currants, and raisins

through a food grinder; place in a large

kettle. Add apples, pears, sugar,

reserved orange and lemon juice, grape

juice, and spices; blend thoroughly.

Cook until thoroughly heated.

Pack into hot sterilized jars, leaving

1-inch headspace. Adjust lids; process

pints or quarts in pressure canner at

10 pounds pressure (240°) for 20

minutes. Makes about 15 pints.

Easy Green Bean Casserole

1 can cream of mushroom soup

1 can button mushrooms
Vi cup pimento

2 cans green beans, drained

2 cans French fried onions

Vi cup shredded cheddar cheese

Combine soup, mushrooms, and

pimento. Place green beans in a greased

casserole in layers with soup mixture

and 1 can onions. Cover and bake at

350° for 20 minutes. Sprinkle with

remaining onions and cheese. Bake 5

minutes longer. Serves 6 to 8.

Hot Pepper Jelly

Vi cup hot peppers (ground)
lA cup bell peppers (ground)

6Vi cups sugar

Wi cups apple cider vinegar

1 bottle Certo

Mix peppers, sugar and vinegar in a

large saucepan. Heat to boil and boil

for 1 minute. Cool for 10 minutes. Stir

in 1 bottle Certo and boil hard 1 more
minute. Pour into hot sterilized jars

and seal.

Cornbread Sticks

1 cup yellow cornmeal

1 cup flour

Vi cup sugar (optional)

4 teaspoons baking powder
Vi teaspoon salt

1 cup milk

legg

V\ cup vegetable shortening

Combine cornmeal, flour, sugar,

baking powder and salt. Add milk, egg

and shortening. Beat about 1 minute,

leaving the batter slightly lumpy. Pour

cornmeal batter into hot well-greased

cornbread stick pans. Bake in 425°

oven 15 to 20 minutes. Makes 12 to 14

cornbread sticks.
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Louisiana Exotics:

As a result of tremendous

volume of interstate and inter-

national travel and trade,

invasions by exotics have been

common in Louisiana, the rest

of the country, and around the

world this century. The nutria,

water hyacinth, fire ant and
cattle egret are just a few of the

introduced species in our state.

By Judy Hughes

Whether it be by Martians in

H. G. Wells' "War of the Worlds/'

bizarre plants from outerspace that

duplicate people in "Invasion of the

Body-Snatchers," or a constantly trans-

forming monster that gets all but one

of the spaceship crew in "Alien," in-

vasion by aliens has always been a

popular movie theme. What thrillers

these movies! But they're about ficti-

tious creatures from outerspace. There

are real invaders right here on
earth, right here in Louisiana.
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There are earth-bound creatures of

all sorts and sizes that have escaped

or hitch-hiked from one environment
or eco-system on earth to another. The
balance of each natural community
on earth is very delicate and unique.

The accidental or intentional transfer

of an organism from one community
to another can be as dramatic, and
sometimes as horrifying, as the fic-

titious invasions of creatures from
outerspace.

Of course, some newcomers to a

community may not cause any trouble

or may even be beneficial. Just as we
hope any visitors we get from outer-

space will come in peace for a

friendly visit.

Louisiana has had quite an array

of plant and animal immigrants over

the years. And, these invasions by

exotics are not just interesting

stories; they have had tremendous im-

pact on the ecology both beneficial

and negative. Often the creatures have

caused great harm to our natural en-

vironment, our native plants and ani-

mals, and to human health and agri-

culture. Much time, effort, and money
has been spent over the years to

combat these foreign trouble-makers.

Other exotics have proved themselves

as assets.

The Invasion of the Nutria

In 1938, the late E. A. Mcllhenny

had 20 or so robust, beaver-like rodents

shipped from their native Argentina to

his Avery Island, Louisiana home. He
kept the furry, chisel-toothed creatures

in a 35-acre pen, where they quickly

multiplied to over 300 animals.

Then in 1940 an ominous hurricane

knocked down the pens and scattered

the rodents all over the marshlands.

And that, according to the most popular

story, is how the "invasion of the nutria"

began.

Although these aliens didn't grow
to some monstrous size and eat build-

ings and children, as a movie version

may have had it, they did indeed cause

quite an upset in south Louisiana.

Once free in the marsh, the nutria

(Myocastor coypus), a strict vegetarian,

gorged on the abundant plant life and
reproduced at a phenomenal rate.

It didn't take long for the south

Louisiana marshes to be swarming
with nutria. And south Louisianians

didn't exactly like it. The nutria

ravaged rice and sugarcane crops, tore

the marsh apart causing "eat outs,"

became dangerous obstacles on high-

ways, and undermined water-control

projects by digging tunnels in dikes

and levees. And worst of all, they com-
peted for food and space with the

number one furbearer of the day—
the muskrat.

Trappers of the '40's didn't know
how to handle nutria pelts to make
them marketable and profitable, so the

foreigners were just a nuisance. And
when muskrat numbers began to

decline after the 1945-46 season, trap-

pers bitterly blamed the ungainly

South American nutria. Although the

nutria may not actually have been

responsible for falling muskrat num-
bers, he wasn't off the hook until new
techniques were developed for pre-

paring nutria skins and a market
opened up for their fur.

Prices received for nutria pelts were
unstable in the '40's and '50's, but still

the nutria became established as a mar-
ketable furbearer, a source of income
for Louisiana trappers. And, in the

1961-62 season, the nutria surpassed

the muskrat in number of pelts sold

to become our number one furbearer.

In the 1980-81 season 1,207,050 nutria

pelts sold for a return of $9,881,930.40.

In addition, 400,000 pounds of nutria

meat sold for $16,000.
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So the nutria went from an exotic

nuisance, an alien creature gone
wild, to a usable, renewable natural

resource. Although it still causes

some problems (as even native wild

animals sometimes do), the nutria can

be controlled. And now that it has

such great value, we'll let the nutria

stay.

The Plant that Strangled Louisiana
In what truly could be called a

horror story, Louisiana learned that it

doesn't take feet for an alien to run

wild. A certain floating aquatic plant

was innocently given out as favors by
Japanese exhibitors at a Cotton
Exposition in New Orleans in 1884.
Although the plant was said to be from
Venezuela, it's not hard to imagine
it was actually from another planet.

We call it the water hyacinth (Eich-

hornia crassipes). It's disguised quite

nicely, with lush green leaves and pretty

purple flowers. It was a very attractive

ornamental— or so we thought as the

plant made itself at home in our
ditches and bayous. What we learned
too late was that this plant was out
to sabotage a prime resource, our
fresh water.

The water hyacinth reproduces at

an out-of-this-world rate. It re-

produces from seed and by root off-

shoots. One plant can produce 65,000
to 70,000 daughter plants in an eight-

month growing season. Ten plants can
cover an acre in ten months, and an
acre of flowering hyacinths is esti-

mated to produce 50 to 800 million

seeds annually. Water hyacinths can
double in number every ten to 12
days, and as many as 900,000 of ti

plants can raft together in a dense m .

on a single acre of water.
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The result of the water hyacinth

take-over has been devastating. The

plant has choked our freshwater lakes,

bayous and canals, blocking recrea-

tional and commercial navigation.

The rafts of water hyacinths support

the growth of other noxious plants

such as alhgatorweed, destroy

valuable waterfowl food plants, and

cause fish to die from oxygen starva-

tion and water pollution. Hyacinths

have ruined prime fishing, boating,

swimming, and waterfowl hunting

areas.

There are no natural controls on
this exotic weed's growth. No insects

harm it, no animal eats enough of it,

no diseases kill it. The water hyacinth

just loves our southeastern U.S. cli-

mate and has spread through Louisiana,

Alabama, Mississippi, Florida, and
Texas.

Since 1900, man has used every

imaginable weapon, from mechanical

grinders to dynamite, to fight the

water hyacinth, much to no avail.

Today in Louisiana, the Aquatic Plant

Research and Control Section of the

Louisiana Department of Wildlife and

Fisheries spends approximately 1.3

million dollars annually to combat the

water hyacinth. The department is now
using the approved herbicide 2-4 D
and some natural enemies of the water

hyacinth: two South American water

hyacinth weevils, a South American
moth, a native moth, and some newly
discovered diseases.

With the chemical and biological

controls working together, significant

progress has been made: the acreage

covered by the water hyacinth in

Louisiana has been reduced from
1,720,000 in 1975 to 855,000 in 1980,

and to 340,250 in September, 1981.

Although eradication (removal of

all water hyacinths) is virtually

impossible in light of the plant's phe-

nomenal reproductive potential, we
are close to having the water hyacinth

under control.

If only we could turn this trouble-

maker into a money-maker, as we did

the nutria. People have tried. Research

has shown the weed has some po-

tentially useful talents: as a filtration

system to clean polluted water, a source

of methane gas for fuel, a feed sup-

plement for cattle, and a fertilizer and
soil conditioner.

But despite some attributes and
good looks, the water hyacinth is still

a dreadful menace in Louisiana water-

ways. However, new uses may at least

help the weed pay for its stay . . since

it's determined to stay.

Killer Ants
While we were busy taming an un-

gainly rodent and fighting a feisty

water weed, another sneaky little

alien crept into Louisiana right under

our feet, literally: the nasty maddening
fire ant.

The imported red fire ant, Solenopsis

invicta, was brought accidentally from

Brazil to Mobile, Alabama in the 1940's

on ships carrying nursery plants. It

has since marched across nine south-

eastern states in another alien mission

of sabotage.

The aggressive eighth-of-an-inch

creature is a menace to health, agri-

culture and recreation. The ant builds

mounds up to \Vz feet high and 1-2

feet wide in our home yards, school

yards, parks, agricultural fields and

pastures. The mounds interfere with

harvesting and can seriously damage
farm machinery. And the little beasts

inflict vicious stings that discourage

and disgust field workers, sunbathers

and picnickers alike.

In what's a too familiar story, these

alien pests went unchecked at first,

and with no natural controls, re-

produced and spread at phenomenal
rates. They've since foiled all

eradication attempts and we're having
to learn to live with them.

The war against the fire ant has

been waged with a series of insecti-
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rides — heptachlor, kepone, mirex. Each

has been banned in turn because of

toxicity to wildlife and persistence

in the environment.

In Louisiana, the U.S. Department
of Agriculture and the Louisiana

Department of Agriculture have
worked together to combat the fire

ant. The very effective chemical

mirex was used from 1960 until the

Environmental Protection Agency
banned it in 1978.

Now there is a new weapon, a new
"hopeful," an insecticide called

AMDRO made by the American
Cyanamid Company. It is highly

biodegradable and apparently non-
toxic to wildlife.

This year, the Louisiana Department
of Agriculture bought a large amount
of Amdro and offered it for sale through

parish farm bureau offices at reduced

rates. If funds can be obtained from
the federal government, the depart-

ment of agriculture would like to be

able to offer Amdro to the public free

of charge

For all its nastiness, the fire ant

does have good points. It preys on
some other serious pests, including the

sugar cane borer. Sugar cane growers
won't poison fire ants in their fields.

And, because fire ants are so well

established in the southeast, they serve

as an immediate, first line of defense

against any new invasions of harmful
insects or other anthropods.

Welcomed by some, dreaded by
most, the fire ant is here to stay. And
as with the water hyacinth, the fire

ant will continually try to invade new
territory and reinvade previously lost

territory. It will take a continual

control program — time, effort, money
— just to keep these aliens in check.
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The Friendly Invaders
The cattle egret, that graceful white

bird you see atop cows, horses and
sheep, is another invader: invader, yes;

pest, no.

We didn't invite the cattle egret

as we did the nutria and water hyacinth,

and it didn't get here accidentally as

did the fire ant. It came on its own in

what ecologists and ornithologists call

a natural expansion of its range.

The cattle egret or Bubulcus ibis is

a true world rover. From its original

home in Africa, it spread to Europe,

Asia, and Australia, then to South
America. Most recently it moved into

North America.

The bird was first noted in Louisiana

in October of 1955, and was observed
regularly thereafter. Now the African

cattle egret is very much at home
throughout Louisiana, and as you might

guess, increasing in numbers rapidly.

Unlike our other alien invaders, the

cattle egret doesn't seem to be causing

any problems. The cattle egret's feed-

ing habits, that of eating spiders, flies,

beetles and other insects, are not simi-

lar to that of any of our native herons

and egrets. And, the cattle egret has

highly adaptable breeding habits.

They nest compatibly among little

blue herons, snowy egrets, and anhingas

in rookeries. Cattle egrets often utilize

nests of native herons and egrets, but

only after the young of the native

species have left the nest.

The cattle egret found what ecolo-

gists call a niche that wasn't already

occupied. That is, they found a role

to play, with certain feeding, living,

and nesting habits, that had no native

player for the part.

The nutria, water hyacinth, fire

ant and cattle egret are just a few of

the introduced species in Louisiana.

Invasions by exotics have been com-
mon in Louisiana, the rest of the coun-

try and around the world in this cen-

tury as a result of the tremendous

volume of interstate and international

travel and trade.

In a favorable climate a foreign

species can often explode in numbers
and, with few exceptions, can seriously

upset the native environment. Then it

usually takes much time, effort and
money to control or eradicate the pest.

It would be better, of course, if we
could keep all foreign organisms out.

Recently, the Louisiana Department of

Agriculture blockaded the Mediter-

ranean fruit fly, the pest that ravaged

California fruit and vegetable crops

earlier this year. But other aliens have
slipped by inspectors.

An exotic plant called itch grass

or Raoul grass was brought incidentally

into Louisiana with some emergency
cattle feed during the 1927 flood. It is

now infesting and destroying corn,

soybean and sugar cane crops in south

Louisiana and poses a serious threat

to agriculture in the rest of the

state and country if not controlled.

There are other foreign noxious

water weeds— Eurasian milfoil, alli-

gatorweed, hydrilla— that, like the

water hyacinth, are clogging Louisiana

waterways and threatening the well-

being of our native plants and animals.

And, there are other species that,

like the cattle egret, are expanding
their ranges on their own. The coyote

and armadillo, for example, in the past

did not range in Louisiana. Both are

now found throughout the state.

To be sure, we will see more in-

vasions by exotic species in the years

to come. We will have constant battles

with pests and trouble-makers. We
may have more friendly newcomers.
What will happen as man continues

to explore in outerspace and extends

the reaches of travel and trade? What
visitors will we have then?
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Your Louisiana

WATER
PATROL
A Matter of Safety

The Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries is the
responsible agency for boating safety in the state. Last year,

agents put in over 57,000 man hours in water patrol to help
make our waterways safe- for all boaters.
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By Julia Murchison McSherry

A misty, fall haze surrounds the

speeding whaler, threatening to en-

gulf the boat into a mysterious vacuum
of fog. From the low cloud cover ob-

scuring the sun, a chilling autumn
wind snaps across the bayou bouncing

the boat against choppy waves and
chilling the man at the wheel. Only
a man with a purpose would be out in

these marshy bayous today where small

boats are easily consumed by thick fog

and sometimes devoured by an angry

sea in an unexpected squall. Jacket

buttoned against the wind, the man
sends his boat plowing diligently

forward. His jacket sleeve sports an

armpatch, his boat an official decal

identifying him as an agent of the

Louisiana Department of Wildlife

and Fisheries.

Yes, he is an enforcement agent,

protector of fish and game. No, fish

and game law enforcment is not his

only duty: he is charged with the

important responsibility of boating

safety on Louisiana waterways.
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He is one of 250 agents, stationed

statewide who helps enforce boating

laws. He issues tickets for boating

violations, an untold number of verbal

warnings; he assists victims of boating

accidents and searches for people

overdue in boating trips. He searches

for boats "lost at sea" and unfortunately,

he often spends time dragging for

drowned victims. He is available during

natural or manmade disasters and

assists in the evacuating of persons,

patrol of areas for looting, and assisting

other law enforcement agencies

when needed.

He takes his role seriously. He
knows that not only is the department

he represents responsible for game and

fish but that it is the responsible

agency for boating safety in Louisiana.

Wildlife enforcement agents are trained

and have the necessary facilities and

equipment to handle major water

hazards. They enforce all boating laws.

As the license authority on crab and

crawfish traps, the department investi-

gates their theft when necessary.

The U. S. Coast Guard, of course,

still plays a major role in boating

safety on Louisiana waters. There

are eight different Coast Guard
teams making periodic checks through-

out the state. But an agreement signed

jointly in 1980 by the secretary,

Department of Wildlife and Fisheries,

representing the state of Louisiana,

and Rear Admiral P. A. Yost, repre-

senting the U. S. Coast Guard, gives

the state exclusive jurisdiction over

those waters within the jurisdiction of

the state. The Louisiana State Police

Water Patrol and other law enforcement

agencies assist in boating law en-

forcement and promoting water safety.

But the Department of Wildlife and

Fisheries is charged with primary

water patrol authority and
responsibility.

It is worthwhile to list a few

statistics showing the volume of the

department's water safety responsi-

bility. In 1980, a total of 57,348 man
hours were spent by 250 agents work-

ing boating safety throughout Loui-

siana. During this time, agents issued

5,761 citations for boating viola-

tions. Citations break down primarily

into categories of: no personal flota-

tion devices, no fire extinguishers, no
boat registration in possession, operat-

ing an unregistered boat, and no

boat numbers.

From January-August 1981, a total

of 51,573 man hours were logged by
boating safety agents.

In 1980, 5,025 hours were spent

giving information, boating lectures,

and attending school functions to pre-

sent detailed programs on the subject.

Wildlife agents attended 158 different

functions such as blessing of fleets,

boat races, pirogue races and fishing

tournaments. At a Houma pirogue race

in September, the Department was
named patrol commander by the U. S.

Coast Guard making this a "first" for

such a role, that of chief supervisory

agency in charge of the event.

Jesse Guidry, department secretary,

stresses the importance of boating

safety. Of 156 boating accidents in the

state from January-October 1981, 49
involved fatalities. In an effort to

combat these alarming figures, he has

ordered the enforcement division to

step up boating operations.

Major Al Prechac, department water

safety officer, reports that 95% of

boat accidents involve persons not

wearing personal flotation devices

(pfd's). As chief boating officer for the

state, he urges all boaters to become
aware not only of the law requiring

pfd's but of their importance to

safety and to saving lives. Personal

flotation devices are to boats what seat

belts are to cars: security against

injury and often life saving. They are

different in that pfd's are required by

law; one Coast Guard approved life

jacket per person must be on board all

vessels at all times.

Next time you're afloat, remember

safety. And if you see a wildlife and

fisheries agent on the water, remember,

he's there to make water travel safer

for you and your family.

In 1981, from January-August, 6,010

boating citations were issued statewide.

Following is a breakdown of some of

the major offenses.

Offense Number citations

No personal flotation device 1,474

No fire extinguisher 288
No boat registration

in possession 2,368

Operating unregistered boat 287

No boat numbers 367

Major Al Prechac, water safety patrol

officer, is available to answer water

safety questions, 400 Royal Street, New
Orleans, LA 70130; (504)568-5604.

To engage a speaker for school or

group lecture on boating safety and to

obtain free safe boating literature, con-

tact the department's Education Section,

P. O. Box 44095, Capitol Station, Baton

Rouge, LA 70804; (504) 342- 5861.

Louisiana belongs to the Southeastern

States Boating Law Administrators and
the National Association of Boating
Law Administrators.
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HUft
Relocating

oysters in

Calcasieu Lake
in southwest Louisiana provides
optimum utilization of a renewable natural resource.

By Charlie White and
McFadden Duffy

I ut and takefishing", descriptive

of a fishery technique common in

some states, is an expression that

would cause most Louisianians to

raise their eyebrows questioningly.

They've read about the stocking of

rainbow trout just before the fishing

season opens in some states.

They accept the concept of the prac-

tice because they understand the

streams in some states cannot replenish

the species at a level that satisfies

demand.

Most Louisiana anglers are also

aware that the striped bass fishery,

getting bigger as time goes by, is

dependent upon hatchery-produced
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fish. The species has not yet re-

produced naturally in state streams.

Aside from the need to stock new
farm pounds, reservoirs and other im-

poundments, most Louisianians are

content and satisfied that the state's

fishery resources are more than abun-

dant enough to satisfy both commer-
cial and sport interests.

They are right, and they are wrong.

Put and take fishing has been going

on in the oyster industry for a long

time, and there are reasons to believe

the Department of Wildlife and Fish-

eries will become even more involved

in the years ahead.

For many years the department has

maintained seed oyster grounds and
on numerous occasions has provided
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clam shells as "clutch" material for

larval oysters to attach themselves and

grow. And as seed oysters reach a de-

sired size, they are harvested and trans-

ferred to private bedding grounds by

permitted oyster fishermen, where

they are allowed to grow to com-

mercial size.

It's a practice that has proved quite

successful, putting Louisiana as the

first ranking state in oyster production

at this time.

Because of a series of uncontrollable

situations, Calcasieu Lake recently

became a candidate for a role in the

put and take oyster fishery. For a num-
ber of years the lake has provided one

of the largest public oyster reefs along

the northern Gulf of Mexico. The
quality of its oysters is renown, and

they represent the ultimate in highly

desired seafood.

But Calcasieu lake, like other coastal

areas, became impacted by the spread-

ing problem of industrial encroach-

ment. Its problems resulted from ever-

increasing offshore oil service facilities.

This offshore activity began to mush-
room in the late 1970's when the De-

partment of the Interior opened a large

portion of Cameron Parish's offshore

areas for lease.

Since that time there has been a

steady buildup of oil-related industries

in the Cameron area. There are indica-

tions that these petroleum-connected

activities will continue for a number
of years.

This accelerated industrial develop-

ment near the coast, with its attendant

population increase, first impacted

the oyster industry in this area with

domestic pollution. Wherever there is

an almost instantaneous buildup of

people, overtaxed sanitation facilities

are simply inadequate to handle the

pollution problem.

The resultant contamination proved

to be inexorable in southwest

Louisiana just as it has been in other

coastal areas. At present, thousands

of acres of productive oyster growing
waters are closed to harvest because

of similar situations.

In the case of Calcasieu Lake oyster

reefs, the department systematically

closed certain areas of production

prior to those areas actually becoming
polluted. The measure was a safeguard

to protect the quality of the more
extensive reef system in the lake bed.
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The department's systematic closure

included the channel and river system

surrounding Cameron, and increasing

development in those areas has put

anticipated pollution levels at a point

where commercial oystering may be

restricted.

One of the results of these protec-

tive measures was loss of a sizeable

population of oysters to production.

The safeguard measure to maintain

the high quality of Calcasieu Lake

oysters isolated an estimated 50,000

sacks of harvestable oysters.

Because this large stock of oysters

was lost to production due to de-

teriorating water quality in the East

Pass area and the lower reaches of the

Calcasieu Ship Channel, the department

decided that they should be transferred

to areas where depuration could take

place.

The department applied for funds to

mitigate this potential loss, and re-

ceived money from the Energy Impact

Fund, established to offset some of

the damages to the coast caused by

increased oil and gas development.

The approved funds were sufficient

to transfer approximately 20,000 sacks

of large harvestable oysters from

those contaminated areas to reef sites

in Calcasieu Lake.

Depuration is the manner in which

oysters cleanse themselves when
moved from polluted areas to areas

where no contamination exists. This

has been a standard procedure in Loui-

siana for many years in salvaging con-

taminated oysters. Under normal con-

ditions the cleansing process takes

about a week.

The oysters transferred in Calcasieu

Lake had five months for depuration

before a scheduled harvest.

In relocating more than 20,000

sacks of fine oysters, five different

reef sites were selected by department

biologists. Placement of the oysters

was in compliance with the tonging

requirements of the Calcasieu Lake

oyster fishery.

The total value of the oyster

relocation program in Calcasieu Lake

is difficult to evaluate when one con-

siders both recreational benefits and
oyster-related industry revenue. If a

dockside value of $10 per sack is used,

those put and take oysters represent

about $500,000 in added revenue for

the Calcasieu Lake oyster fishery.

Charlie White (left), department biologist, displays the quality of Calcasieu Lake

Oysters to southwest Louisiana Wildlife and Fisheries commission members
Charles Riggs of Hackberry and Jesse Knowles (far right) of Lake Charles. Wildlife

agent Major Charlie Savage looks on.
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« Art And
4 ^ Science of

S Shotgunning:

An Interview
with Bob Brister
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A shooting champion and inter-

nationally recognized expert at

skeet, trap, and upland bird and
waterfowl hunting offers a few
basic guidelines for shooters,

beginning and expert.
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by Julia Murchison McSherry

Have you ever wondered at the

luck of your hunting partner with a

limit of ducks thirty minutes after

sunrise when at 10:30 you're just filling

your bag?

Often, it's more than luck that com-
pletes the bag: it takes keen shooting

skills. These shooting skills, or the art

and science of shotgunning, can be

learned with a little help from practice . .

.

and tips from the experts.

Volumes have been written on shot-

guns and shooting and it is next to

impossible to single out the most
important guidelines for shooting. But

Bob Brister, shotgun expert, Field

and Stream shooting editor, and author

of Shotgunning, The Art and the

Science, has agreed to share some of

his shooting tips with Louisiana

Conservationist readers.

On Learning to Shoot

"Shooting a shotgun adequately for

bagging game can be learned, if done
right, in about two weeks," Brister

strongly acclaims.

One suggested method for beginners

(and not just youngsters) unfamiliar

with the shotgun is to practice initially

with a BB gun. Learn to focus the mind
entirely on the target, not the gun. This

eliminates the "aiming" or "gun fixa-

tion" so many new shooters acquire

without realizing it. The shooter must
learn to aim instinctively, not con-

sciously. It is best to remove the BB
gun sights so that the shooter can

concentrate on the target and not on
the weapon.

Practice shooting at targets with BB
gun thirty minutes twice daily will

work wonders in a little over a week's

time. When you can "shoot where you
look", then it's time to move on to the

skeet range.
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It's at the skeet range, where the

shooter learns the value of lead and
swing. Most students want to skip the

BB basics and start out with a real

gun. Commonly, beginners must cope

with recoil but if they feel comfortable

with aim beforehand, their concentration

on the target will keep them from even

noticing "kick".

The BB gun can be the most important

link in the chain of learning because

it offers opportunity for repetition, a

great deal of pointing and handling

practice, shooting without recoil, and
very little expense. It is the fastest,

least-expensive way to develop natural

shooting ability. It gives the new shooter

the opportunity to know where dead-on

is in terms of his own sight picture and
head position.

The Importance of Making Your
Gun Fit

It is unfortunate that many shooters

scoff at the need for any sort of special

stock or rib and "adapt" to shotguns

with head position change (over the

barrel) and stance. A shooter who does

this would have fewer problems to

contend with and would probably be

a terrific shot with a gun that fits.

A shooter can learn to scrounge

around on the stock, raise his head

slightly, crawl the stock forward, or

whatever is required to hit game.

But he can never be quite as

precise and consistent as with a shot-

gun that comes to shoulder with head

naturally and comfortably against the

stock and that certain "locked-in"

feeling, which means that wherever

the shooter looks the barrel must

follow.

Once a shooter changes from a gun

that doesn't fit well, shots that pre-

viously required great concentration

to make sure barrel and bird were in

proper perspective could be taken as

easily as pointing a finger.

Fitting a shotgun is a precise art

and "fit" is different depending on
purpose or type of intended shotgun

use. "But for purposes of the average

waterfowl and upland bird hunter, I'm

inclined to believe that there is virtue

to self-fitting because the only true

test of shotgun fitting is the shooter.

The proof is in the hitting," Brister

explains.

The time-honored old way to attempt

to fit oneself is to shut both eyes,

mount the gun quickly into shooting

position, then open the master eye

to see how it is aligned with barrel

or rib. But unless the shooter is

quite an expert at gun fitting, he may
not recognize a slight twist or cant

of the barrel, or even for sure how
well the stock elevation suits him.

A competent gunsmith can help you
decide if changes can be made in your
gun stock to better fit your face or

figure. The most important two
measurements are the comb area

where the cheek touches the stock and
the drop at heel. These two dimensions

regulate to a great extent whether the

gun shoots high or low.

A gun stock does not have to be

specially made to fit individual

needs. Length of stock can be increased

by addition of a recoil pad or spacers

and shortened by cutting it off. In

changing the length, care must be given

to proper dimensions at the butt to

regulate pitch of the stock.

A slip-on rubber stock boot, avail-

able at most gunshops and sporting-

goods stores, is an easy way to lengthen

a stock for a few dollars and can work
minor wonders for the long-armed
shooter. When heavy clothing is worn
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and the gun feels too long, the boot

can be removed.

"I purposely leave my stocks on

some hunting guns a little short, using

a stock boot for warm-weather hunting

and taking it off when I'm wearinig

heavy clothing," says Brister.

Many shooters have a problem with

the stock catching on clothing beneath

the armpit in fast-mounting situations.

This can be helped by grinding off the

top of the recoil pad (the heel) so there

are no sharp corners or angles to the

pad. Rubber recoil pads are good for

securing the gun in position because

the rubber holds well against clothing.

One of the most common causes of

missing is overshooting because the

shooter, in the excitement of hunting,

kept his head fully erect over a stock

too straight for that head position.

Sometimes adding a rib to a non-

ribbed barrel, or raising the rib, will

solve this.

"I prefer a ribbed barrel to a plain

barrel because I believe it helps in

aligning with target," Brister says.

It is easy to experiment to see whether

a rib helps you.

There can be much discussion on such

shotgun perspectives, stocks, ribs,

and recoil pads, but the important thing

is what "fits" the individual shooter.

Fit is essential to accurate shooting.

On Shooting Waterfowl

Much can be learned about when
and when not to shoot ducks by
observing the decoying characteristics

of various species.

For instance, diving ducks, such as

scaup, redheads, and canvasbacks
will often come barreling past in a

relatively straight line of flight, even
though the hunter reveals himself by
sitting up or standing to shoot. Thus,
it is fairly safe to take the first bird

as soon as the bunch is within good
range, leaving more time for second
and third shots as the flight passes.

But on puddle ducks such as mal-
lards, pintails, gadwall, widgeon, and
black ducks, a different strategy is re-

quired. A raised gun just as a flight

of mallards enters range will likely

cause them to flare backwards with
the wind and climb out of range before
even a second shot can be fired.
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This is a common mistake of over-

anxious waterfowlers. One way to

avoid it is to set a stake or a lone

decoy as a marker about forty yards

in all directions from the blind. Don't

shoot at any duck beyond that marker,

and for that matter don't shoot at any

mallard or pintail until you know he's

within range; let him come as close as

he will.

Once birds are close over the decoys,

it is best to pick out one of the trailing

drakes rather than the front birds.

Taking the front bird will cause the

more distant birds to flare out of range.

It sounds more difficult to take

longer birds first, but it is actually

easier. The pattern has more chance to

spread and more margin for error on
the longer bird, provided he is within

range to start with, and the close

birds aren't as easy as they look

anyway. The nearer a duck or goose is

to a hunter rising to shoot, the more
erratic the bird's evasive movements
are likely to be. That bird is much
more spooked than one farther out

over the decoys. Erratic movement of

the bird, coupled with the hunter's

small pattern at close range, makes it

easier to take distant ducks.

The most common miss by duck
and goose hunters is the "easy shot",

the bird seen coming from some distance

away, giving the shooter plenty of time

to get ready. The reason for the miss

is that the shooter tries to take dead
aim and he's likely to stop his swing

and try stopping or even slowing the

swing which ends the chance the

shooter had at the bird.

The way to avoid stopping the swing

on any seemingly easy shot is to force

yourself to start either with the bird

or behind him and swing the gun
smoothly past him. This is particularly

important on high, incoming birds

that seem to be barely moving against

the wind.

Handling a shotgun well basically

comes from familiarization and prac-

tice. Shooting can't be learned in a few

trips afield; it takes continuous per-

formance and lots of shells. Reading

and talking to experts helps but the

main key is always experience.

Forward Allowance Calculated in Bird Lengths (by Species) Crossing at 90°

35 Miles Per Hour
YARDAGE 25 YD. 30 YD. 35 YD. 40 YD. 45 YD. 50 YD. 55 YD. 60 YD.

Teal

Mallard

Pintail

Scaup

Lesser Snow Goose

Teal

Mallard

Pintail

Scaup

Lesser Snow Goose

2.7

3.5

1.8 2 2.5

50 Miles Per Hour
4.7 5.6 6.5

3 3.8 4.4

2.7 3.3 3.9

5 :

These allowances are for a smooth sustained lead based on computer readout of
mathematical lead in feet. Figures here are calculated in bird lengths, not feet or
inches. Swing-through shooters can reduce leads one-third to one-half depending
upon speed of swing. This table can be especially valuable to goose hunters
because they are shooting at birds of bigger size and generally at longer range
which often makes it difficult to judge lead allowance.

Table is taken from Shotgunning, The Art and the Science, by Bob Brister

published by Winchester Press. This book, now in its 7th printing, is available

from "Shotgunning, P.O. Box 79691, Houston, Texas 77079 for $14.95 which
includes author's autograph, postage and handling.
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Firearms and Hunter Safety

Hunting accidents often occur as a

direct result of violation of firearms

safety rules.

Many accidents happen when a

hunter is removing or storing a firearm

in a vehicle or riding in a vehicle with

a loaded gun. Always check to make
sure your gun is unloaded before you
put it in your car or truck. Never travel

with a loaded gun in your vehicle.

Often accidents happen when a

hunter improperly crosses an obstacle

with a firearm. Always unload your gun
when crossing fences, walls, or ditches

and when climbing tree stands or

traversing difficult terrain. It is easy
to lose balance causing the gun to fire

unexpectedly.
Another common cause of firearm

accidents is discharge from guns in an

insecure rest. When stopping in the

field, never lean your gun against a

tree without unloading it. In such situa-

tions and in transport, leave the action

of your gun open.
The most fundamental rule of safe

firearm handling is to keep the gun
unloaded except immediately prior to

use in safe situations.

Always make certain your subject

is plainly in view before shooting; never
shoot into dense cover or at movement.
To encourage safety afield, the De-

partment of Wildlife and Fisheries

offers hunter safety courses to the

public free of charge. For information,

contact your local office in Minden,
Monroe, Alexandria, Ferriday, Lake
Charles, Opelouses, Baton Rouge, and
New Orleans, or write P O. Box 1 4526,

Southeast Station, Baton Rouge, LA
70896.

White-tailed Deer Scent Glands
Despite their large ears and alluring

eyes, white-tailed deer probably depend
most on odors for communication and
survival. Both male and female white-

ails have three sets of scent glands

hat help them attract, find or warn
ne another.

White-tailed deer have metatarsal

glands on the outside of the lower hind
legs, tarsal glands on the inside of the
hind legs at the hocks, and interdigital

glands in the split of all four hooves.
These scent glands exude an oily sub-
stance that has a pungent, musky odor.

And, deer typically urinate down the
inside of the hind legs so the fluid will

mix with the musky oil of the tarsal

gland and produce quite a penetrating

smell— a smell biologists believe is

unique to the individual deer.

The interdigital glands continually

secrete a waxy substance so that every
deer's trail has a unique scent. Thus,

a buck can follow and find a doe, and
a doe can retrace her footsteps to her

hidden fawn.

When excited or startled, a deer will

elevate the tufts of hair on the tarsal

gland so that it stands at right angles
and emits a musky odor. Does, in par-

ticular, use this to warn fawns of potential

danger.

Deer scents become especially im-

portant during the mating season. To

establish his territory during the rut,

bucks create "scrapes'— an ares on
the ground which the buck paws clear

of vegetation and on which he urinates.

The buck usually urinates on his tarsal

glands to produce a pungent odor that

remains in the scrape area for several

days.

Does, attracted by the musky odor,

approach scrapes and urinate on them
to identify their presence. Each doe's

scent— a combination of her urine and
scent gland oils— is unique, enabling a

buck to follow an individual doe, then

find and mate with her. Increased

frequency of urination by a doe is an

early indication of approaching estrus

or heat—the 24-hour period in which

she can breed.

The odor of the urine mixed with the

musky oils of the scent glands and the

deer's ability to identify these odors,

are of vital importance to the white-

tailed deer s existence, for these odors

allow bucks and does to come together

at the right time for mating to occur

and a new generation of deer to be
produced.

REPORT GAME LAW
VIOLATIONS
1-800-442-2511 TOLL FREE

Some Hunted Alligators For
Sport
The department's license section of

the Fiscal Division has reported that

47 alligator sport hunting licenses

were sold during the past September
season. There were 23 licenses pur-

chased by resident hunters and non-
residents purchased 24 alligator li-

censes.
Among those sport hunters was Harry

Lee of Jefferson Parish Lee hunted
with Leroy Matherne and Clarence
Breaux of des Allemands on a 3,100-

acre lease belonging to Matherne. His
gator measured 9 feet, 6 inches. It was
taken on the Lafourche side of Bayou
des Allemands.
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New Book on Deer Diseases

A comprehensive new book, Diseases

and Parasites of White-Tailed Deer, is

now available from Southeastern Co-
operative Wildlife Disease Study,
College of Veterinary Medicine, Uni-

versity of Georgia, Athens, Georgia.

Edited by William R. Davidson, Frank
A. Hayes, Victor F. Nettles, and Forest

E. Kellogg, this text consolidates all

available information on the subject.

It provides a comprehensive reference

text for wildlife managers, wildlife

disease researchers, veterinarians,

public health and agriculture officials,

and natural scientists. This important
reference is the result of the cooperative

effort of thirteen sponsoring state

agencies and leading wildlife scientists

from numerous organizations.

The book is available for $30 from
Heritage Printers, Inc., Book Order
Department, 510 West Fourth Street,

Charlotte, North Carolina 28202.

Louisiana Conservationist

Mailing List Update

Please add my name to your mailing

list to receive the Louisiana Conserva-
tionist.

Address change. (Attach old address
label.)

I no longer wish to receive the Louisi-

ana Conservationist. Please remove my
name from your mailing list.

City State Zip

Louisiana Conservationist
400 Royal Street

New Orleans, Louisiana 70130

For changes in present subscription,
don't forget to attach recent add. ass
label here.
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New Book On Crawfish
Red Swamp Crawfish, Biology and

Exploitation, By Jay V Huner and James
E. Barr, is now available from the
Louisiana State University Center for

Wetlands Resources.
Red Swamp crawfish, the small

crustaceans so beloved by south Louisi-

anians, have for centuries been prized

by western man. A hardy, adaptable
species, the red crawfish is native to

the Mississippi valley and northern
Mexico, and has been successfully in-

troduced to Central America, parts of

Europe, Africa, and Japan.
It is valuable as both a versatile food

and as commercial fish bait. In Louisi-

ana, whose unique environment has
made it the center of the crawfish in-

dustry in the United States, 30 to 60
million pounds of crawfish are harvested
annually from the state's swamps,
marshes and cultivated ponds.
This volume explores in depth the

biology, management, and culture of

the red swamp crawfish as well as
anatomy and diseases, crawfish pro-

duction, both wild and domestic, growth
and mortality, cultivation of rice and
crawfish in the same field and of fish

and crawfish in the same pond.

Written to fill a variety of needs, this

book is truly invaluable in a wide range
of professions, from crawfish farming
to teaching. The publication was pro-

duced by the Louisiana Sea Grant
College Program maintained by the

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Ad-
ministration, U.S. Department of

Commerce.
Copies can be obtained at $7.50

each from: Sea Grant Communications,
Center for Wetland Resources, Louisi-

ana State University, Baton Rouge,
Louisiana 70803.

Decoy Carving Book
Written for amateur as well as pro-

fessional carvers, Anatomy of a Water-
fowl by Charles W. Frank, Jr. delineates
the use of paints, tools, and techniques
for the growing-in-popularity art of

decoy carving.

The book photographically illustrates

step-by-step procedures for reproduc-
ing life-like replicas of waterfowl. Frank
is a widely recognized waterfowl carver
and painter and author of Louisiana
Duck Decoys, documenting the history

and techniques of duck carving in the
state.

Both books are available from Pelican
Publishing Company, 1 101 Monroe St.,

Gretna, LA 70053 and at many major
bookstores around the state. 'Anatomy"
is $29.95; "Duck Decoys" retails for

$24.95.

Marine Lab Is Tagging Redfish
Joey Shepard of the Department's

Marine Biological Laboratory staff on
Grand Terre Island is calling for as-

sistance from sport fishermen in a com-
prehensive redfish research program.

Laboratory technicians are presently

tagging redfish and the project is

scheduled to go on for three years.

The ultimate result will be determin-
ing seasonal movement of redfish along

the Louisiana coast.

All tagging at present is being done
in the Grand Isle, Louisiana, area, in-

cluding Four Bayou's, Pass Abel, and
Caminada Pass.

As shown on the accompanying post-

er, the yellow spaghetti tag is extended
from the abdomen. The actual identifi-

cation number is on an oval disk attached

to the spaghetti on the inside of the
fish.

Fishermen wishing to help in the

project are asked to leave part of the

abdomen attached to the tag by cut-

ting a one inch radius around the tag.

The tag and the adjoining tissue could
then be frozen and the Marine Lab
notified.

The mailing address of the depart-

ment's laboratory is PO. Box 37, Grand
Isle, Louisiana 70358. The telephone
numbers are (504) 787-2163 or 2164.
Tagged fish may be caught anytime

during the next three years. Sport
fishermen are urged to help in the re-

search program.

WILDLIFE & FISHERIES MARINELAB

504 787 2163
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"WE GET
LETTERS..."

On Hunting & Fishing License Fees

As a hunter of 15 years in Louisi-

ana, I've enjoyed the many articles in

your magazine. They really let you
know what is going on in the state.

The main reason for this letter is the

hunting license; I don't mind paying

the price. From what I understand,

the money is going to new public

hunting lands, game relocating, etc.

But when I go into a sporting goods
store or bait stand and pay an extra

50? I get mad... that sure doesn't

sound right to me..

.

A Concerned Hunter

Pearl River

The Louisiana Department of Wild-

life and Fisheries does not authorize

the collection of a service charge for

the sale of hunting and fishing licenses.

Under existing law, such licenses should

be sold at face value.

The department has received num-
erous complaints from individuals re-

garding assessments by retail outlets

handling licenses. Adequate supplies

of licenses are distributed by the de-

partment to all Louisiana sheriff's of-

fices where they are available as a

ervice to the people. Other outlets

andling licenses should do so as a

ervice and not for profit.

— Editor
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The Furry Favorite

I recently enjoyed reading your ar-

ticle "The Furry Favorite" in the Sep-

tember-October 1981 issue of Louisiana

Conservationist.

You covered my sentiment, as well

as many others, exactly. Although I

have hunted other game over the years,

I seem to become quite excited during

the late months of summer due to the

anticipation of the fall and the open-

ing of squirrel hunting days.

There is and always seems to be,

as you wrote, "the same magnetic ap-

peal of a stealthy stalk in squirrel

woods"...

Greg Bazajou

Metairie

Return of the Gator
The Louisiana Conservationist is al-

ways a joy to read and the pictures

used are beautiful and colorful.

1 especially enjoyed "The Return of

the Gator" (July-August 1981) issue.

I was very disappointed in that it never

mentioned that, if we have the popula-

tion of 'gators return to normal and

in abundance in Louisiana, the late

Dr. Leslie Glasgow should get credit

for he really is the person who started

the movement to bring back the 'gator.

In the '50s and early '60s, Dr. Glas-

gow was my guest several times on

my TV. shows on W.A.F.B. in Baton

Rouge. We used live alligators he had

brought up from Cameron Parish where

research work was being done. On
one show he had three alligator eggs

when we discussed nesting, etc. Spe-

cial permission had to be obtained to

use the eggs as a prop at that time.

At some time in the future, I hope

that an article in the Conservationist

will be devoted to Dr. Glasgow and his

tremendous contribution to the pro-

tection and conservation of wildlife in

Louisiana. He was a very remarkable

person. Many of the present wildlife

management techniques we can thank

Dr. Glasgow for.

Myrtle D. Anderson

Baton Rouge

Dr. Glasgow did indeed greatly con-

tribute to wildlife management in Lou-

isiana. Thank you for pointing this

out to our readers.

-Editor

Mr. Big Game Fishing Club
I thoroughly enjoyed your article

about Herman Prager in the July-August

issue. It brought back fond memories
of my association with Herman and
Katie Prager.

When Herman started organizing the

N.O. Big Game Fishing Club, he wrote

me a letter asking that I submit names
of prospective members. I referred him
to twelve men who had been fishing

with me at South Pass. All of them
became active members; among them
were Harley Howcott, Clyde Hawk, Al

and Bill Childress, Bob Norman, and
others.

When I soldout and quit fishing in

1965, the Board of Directors of the

club voted to make me an honorary
member which allows me the privilege

of attending meetings and awards
parties and use of the club house. I

have always felt that this was quite

an honor...

Capt. Robert W. Mitcheltree

Centreville, MISS

I lived in New Orleans most of my
life before I started traveling. I am
settled now in Baton Rouge, for the

past 30 years. However, the "Mr. Big

Game Fishing Club" article erased

many of those past years and I well

remember my fishing days at Grand
Isle with Capt. Bob Mitcheltree. .. In-

cluded in the article by Mr. Duffy
many names were mentioned that I

knew personally and the article sure

brought back fond memories. Some-
thing like meeting the old gang again . .

.

Maurice J. Simpson
Baton Rouge

Roadside Jelly Bush
We were very interested in your

article about the Roadside Jelly Bush
(July-August 1981). We didn't realize

that elderberries were good for eating.

Just thought you would like to know
that we use the leaf as medicine for

such things as a cut or if one sticks

a nail in a foot or hand. It is put on
the wound and wrapped with a clean

bandage. It draws out impurities and
stops infection.

Mrs. Darrell J. Dempster
Thibodaux
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